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Abstract
Extracting meaningful structures from images with complicated texture patterns is challenging since it is hard to separate structure from texture with
similar scale or intensity contrast. In this paper, we propose a structurepreserving bilateral texture filtering algorithm to smooth texture while preserving salient structures. We design a dual-scale patch toggle scheme. That
is, two-scale patches are exploited to represent pixels alternatively, the smaller ones for pixels located at structure edges and the bigger ones for pixels
in textural regions, and DASM (Directional Anisotropic Structure Measurement) on each pixel is estimated to select which type of patch for it. Our
algorithm is based on the framework of joint bilateral filtering, so it is fast,
easy to implement, yet effective for adaptive image smoothing. In particular, our approach outperforms previous methods in terms of preserving small
structures. The proposed method achieves excellent results that illustrate its
effectiveness and efficiency.
Keywords: Image smoothing, Texture filtering, Structure measurement
1. Introduction
Texture filtering is a fundamental yet powerful operation in computational photography and computer vision. It aims to smooth texture in an
image while preserving structure as well as possible, which is of immediate
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use for a variety of applications such as image editing, tone mapping, artistic
rendering, etc. The ultimate solution is to design an ingenious metric and
according scheme that can separate meaningful structures from fine details
effectively. However, this is challenging due to the variety and complexity of
image contents.
Structure-preserving filtering has been gaining much attention all along
in related communities. A large number of classic methods assume local
contrast of image intensity as structure measurement [1–4]. Such methods
can preserve structures of high contrast well in the filtering process, but
fail to flatten texture with comparable or higher contrast. Subsequently,
much effort has been dedicated for more sophisticated metric free of contrast
scale dilemma, such as oscillations of local extrema [5], total variation (TV)
with intensity gradients [6, 7] and patch-based local covariance [8]. These
methods exhibit commendable strength in adaptive smoothing, whereas they
still suffer undesirable artifacts and computational cost. Another trend of
research is to explore how to exploit existing structure measurements for
guiding texture filtering. As a representative, bilateral texture filtering [9]
empowers itself with patch shift, a novel scheme of utilizing intuitive structure
measurement to discriminate structure and texture. This method competes
with previous methods on the effectiveness of adaptive smoothing.
This paper follows this trend, but turns to a new manner, dual-scale patch
toggle. Namely, we use patches of two different sizes to represent pixels, the
smaller for pixels on structure edges and the bigger for pixels in texture regions, and adopt the directional anisotropic structure measure (DASM) [10]
on each pixel as structure/texture indicator for selecting which type of patch.
Similarly, our algorithm incorporates texture information into the range kernel of a joint bilateral filter, so it is fast, easy to implement, yet effective for
adaptive image smoothing. Comparatively, our proposed method preserves
prominent edges, small structures and shading better during the process of
texture filtering, as our results illustrated. Fig. 1 exhibits the overall process
of our approach. Additionally, we also demonstrate the applicability of our
method on several related applications, such as detail manipulation, inverse
halftoning, etc.
2. Related Work
Bilateral filtering [1] is one of the most classic non-linear operators for
edge-preserving image smoothing and decomposition. It has been widely ap2

plied to a variety of computational photography applications. However, this
filter cannot handle texture images where their scale of color variation may
not be small. Subsequently, more sophisticated edge-preserving filters are
developed, such as weighted least squares (WLS) [2], edge-avoiding wavelets
[11], local histogram filtering [12],domain transform [3], guided filter [13],
local Laplacian filtering [14], L0 gradient minimization [4], and rolling guidance filter [15]. Although they overcome the defect of bilateral filtering by
forcing the filtered image to be smooth everywhere except at regions having
large variation, they still build structure measurement on intensity contrast
or gradient magnitude. Therefore, the ongoing smoothing processes inherently can not separate prominent structures from image details or textures
well enough.
In view of this limitation, Subr et al. [5] define detail as oscillations
between local extrema and smooth an image by averaging the extremal envelopes. Since taking the oscillatory behavior of textures into consideration,
this framework provides better results compared to local contrast based filters aforementioned. However, in practice, it might fail to cope with image
regions containing both texture and meaningful structures.
On the other hand, Total variation (TV) [16] has proven to work well on
filtering irregular textures by imposing TV regularizer to preserve large-scale
edges. The variations of TV regularization was further developed to achieve
better quality and efficiency [6, 7, 17]. In particular, Xu et al. [7] proposed
relative total variation (RTV), a spatially-varying total variation measure
that contributes to boost the quality of texture-structure separation. Alternatively, Karacan et al. [8] propose a patch-based texture removal method
that uses covariance matrix associated with each image patch as the description and identification of texture feature, leading to better performance in
differentiating salient structures and texture. However, these methods share
the drawback that the performance is sensitive to the scale of image feature,
i.e., structures disappearing whose sizes are coincident with those of texture.
Recenly, Zang et al. [10] develop a novel directional anisotropic structure
measurement (DASM) for adaptive image smoothing. Although they obtain
much better results of structure-preserving texture removal attributed to
this metric, their empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based smoothing
framework is harder to accelerate compared to kernel-based filtering.
Despite the way of seeking for more and more sophisticated definition
of structure/texture, another trend is to focus on innovating the scheme of
utilizing these definition to carry out texture filtering. Cho et al. presented
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patch shift [9] to capture texture information from the most representative
image patch clear of structure edges. Although adopting not-so-sophisticated
modified Relative Total Variation (mRTV) as structure/texture indicator,
patch shift helps preserve structures very well. However, the combination
of mRTV and patch shift incurs side effects such as blurring of structures,
over-sharpening of edges, etc. Lin et al. [18] propose a scheme of double-scale
representation of pixels to overcome the drawback of patch shift. However,
their method necessitates much trial and experimental experience to setup
key parameters. We improve their scheme further and adopt the more robust
DASM as our structure/texture discriminator, which facilitates the automation of parameters setting.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1: Overall process and intermediate images of our structure-preserving bilateral texture filtering. (a)Input Image I. (b)Blurred Image B0 /B1 . (c)DASM Map M .
(d)Guidance Image G. (e)Output Image J

3. Overview
We build our algorithm on the intuitive yet efficient framework of joint
bilateral filtering, and it is simple and fast, as well as effective in smoothing
textures and preserving structures. Fig. 1 exhibits the overall procedure of
our approach.
Given an image I, our approach firstly creates a guide image G based on
its two blurred version B0 , B1 of I, obtained by performing box filtering on
I with e × e kernel and k × k kernel respectively (e ≤ k). As can be seen,
in B0 (Fig. 1(b) left-side), most structure edges are represented by small
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e × e patches fairly clearly, whereas other regions are larger k × k patches
in B1 (Fig. 1(b) right-side). Virtually, small patch width e is prescribed to
preserve structures, while big patch width k determines how large the scale
of textures is to be smoothed. The subsequent question is which type of
patch is suitable for representing a pixel in the following process of texture
filtering. That is, Gp , each element of G, is toggling between two candidates:
B0p and B1p . We adopt the directional anisotropic structure measurement
(DASM) at each pixel of I as the indicator for assigning. Eventually, the
whole flow is boiled down to a scheme of dual-scale patch toggle.
Next the joint bilateral filter is applied to image I, using G as the guide
image to create an output image J, as shown in Fig. 1(d). J is assigned
to I as an input image for next iteration. Finally, an experimental result is
achieved at the given iteration.
The following Section 4 introduces our proposed approach in detail. Section 5 gives our experimental results and comparisons with state-of-the-art
and demonstrates several applications of our method. The paper is concluded
with Section 6.
4. Structure-Preserving Bilateral Texture Filtering
To the algorithmic complexity involved with optimization-based or EMDbased image smoothing techniques, we prefer a clear and concise scheme that
produces amendable results from input images intuitively and efficiently. So
we adopt joint bilateral filter as our underlying framework.
Given a scalar-valued input image I, bilateral filter computes an output
image J by
1 X
f (||q − p||)g(||Iq − Ip ||)Iq ,
(1)
Jp =
kp q∈Ω
p

where kp is a normalizing term. The output value Jp at pixel p is a weighted
average of Iq in the neighborhood Ωp . The weight of pixel q depends both on
the Euclidean distance to p and on the intensity difference. It is evaluated
with the spatial kernel f and the range kernel g, which are typically Gaussian
functions.
Although bilateral filter is already an edge-preserving filter which can
smooth images and reduce noise. it cannot handle texture images where
their scale of intensity variation may not be small. Therefore, we substitute
a texture description image (Gp − Gq ) for the input image (Ip − Iq ) in the
5

range kernel g; it comes to joint bilateral filter, written as:
Jp =

1 X
f (||q − p||)g(||Gq − Gp ||)Iq .
kp q∈Ω

(2)

p

The design of G, also called guidance image in the context of joint bilateral filtering, plays a key role on the productivity of texture filtering. The
more accurately G describing and identifying texture feature, the better performance can be achieved in separating structure from texture. Generally,
computation of G is based on analyzing local image statistics in a rectangular
patch centered at each pixel. Our scheme of dual-scale patch toggle, detailed
below, is also patch-based.

(a) Input Image

(b) r = 3, σ = 2

(c) r = 5, σ = 3

(d) r = 3, σ = 2

(e) r = 5, σ = 3

(f) r = 9, σ = 5

Figure 2: Comparison of structure measurements WIV and DASM with varied parameters. (b) and (c) are results by WIV, (d)-(f) are results by DASM.

4.1. Directional Anisotropic Structure Measurement
Inspired by some conclusive observations in psychology, Zang et al.[10]
proposed the notion of directional anisotropic structure measurement (DASM) for adaptive image smoothing. DASM is built on three perception-driven
6

factors: anisotropy, non-periodicity, and local directionality, and thus defined
as:
M (p) = A(p) · L(p) · D(p),
(3)
where Mp = M (p) is total confidence of a pixel p locating on the salient
structures. Corresponding to the above factors, Ap = A(p) is anisotropy
measurement to estimate whether the intensity variation of structures has a
non-uniform distribution, Lp = L(p) is non-periodicity measurement to suppress texture-like periodic elements, and Dp = D(p) is directionality measurement to analyse the directionality of structures in a local area.
Lp is evaluated as windowed inherent variation (WIV) [7] directly:
Lp =

X
q∈Ωp

wp,q · ∂x Iq +

X
q∈Ωp

wp,q · ∂y Iq ,

(4)

where Ωp is the patch centered at p (namely, neighborhood), weight wp,q is
computed by Gaussian function.
This measurement essentially suppresses texture-like periodic elements by
allowing counteraction of the gradients and has been proven to competent to
differentiate structure and texture well alone [7, 18].
Ap and Dp are derived from structure tensor Sp , defined as
P

 P
q∈Ωp ∂x Iq · ∂y Iq
q∈Ωp ∂x Iq · ∂x Iq
P
P
,
(5)
Sp =
q∈Ωp ∂y Iq · ∂x Iq
q∈Ωp ∂y Iq · ∂y Iq
where Ωp is the neighborhood of p, ∂x and ∂y are partial derivatives computed
with the Sobel operator. Mathematically, Sp is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix which has two eigenvalues λp,1 ≥ λp,2 with the corresponding
eigenvectors ηp and ξp .
Then, Ap is defined by
Ap =

λp,1 − λp,2
.
λp,1 + λp,2

(6)

It has a range [0, 1], and a larger value indicates structures with predominant trend of intensity variation at the pixel.
Dp is computed by the orthogonality distribution of eigenvectors ξp corresponding to directions with minimum eigenvalues in the neighborhood. It
is defined as
P
q∈Ωp Ap · hξp , ξq i
P
Dp =
,
(7)
q∈Ωp Ap
7

where hξp , ξq i has a range [0, 1], which increases as the two vectors are close
to parallel, i.e., the included angle between them approaching 0 or π. In
addition, Aq is included as weight to better capture the primary direction.
Finally, the multiplication of these three measurements amounts to DASM, according to Eq. 3. Compared with WIV, the integration of two extra
coefficients makes DASM much less sensitive to parameter variation. Fig.
2 illustrates comparisons of these two measurements with varied parametersetting. As can be seen, WIV is significantly influenced by setting different
parameters, whereas DASM changes lazily. This advantage has been proved
in [10] and also contributes to the outperforming of our approach over the
method of [18] in terms of effectiveness and practicability.
4.2. Guidance Image
In patch-based manners, the value of Gp is estimated via analyzing the
statistics of patch Ωp centered at pixel p. A potential problem is that, since
k × k patches of two adjacent pixels should have a overlap of k × (k − 1), their
texture features will be similar, as Cho et al. [9] pointed out. That eventually
results in halo artifact or blurred edges, once two pixels are separated by an
edge. Then, patch shift is proposed to address this problem. If a pixel is
represented by k × k, there will be k 2 patches containing it. Among these
patches, the one, Ωq that is least likely to contain a structure edge is chosen
to represent it, that is, assigning an average color of Ωq to Gp . Therefore,
texture features of pixels on opposite sides of an edge would be different and
thus edges can keep sharp after filtering. They adopted modified Related
Total Variation (mRTV) to discriminate texture and structure:
maxr∈Ωq |(∂I)r |
mRT V (Ωp ) = ∆(Ωp ) · P
,
r∈Ωq |(∂I)r | + ε

(8)

∆(Ωp ) = Imax (Ωp ) − Imin (Ωp ),

(9)

where |(∂I)r | is the gradient magnitude at pixel r in Ωq . The smaller the
mRTV of a patch, the less likely it is to contain structure edges. For each
pixel p, a patch Ωq of the minimum mRTV will be selected.
However, with the term (maxr∈Ωq |(∂I)r |) in the numerator of Eq. 8, it
could result in that any pixel with a great gradient magnitude dominates the
mRTV of a large number of its neighbors. In this case, the distribution of
mRTV is lumped, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, confusion may arise in a
complex region containing multiple structures, which ends up blurring those
8

(a) Input Image

(b) mRTV map

(c) WIV map

(d) DASM map

Figure 3: Comparison of structure measurements mRTV, WIV and DASM.
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structures. On the other hand, due to the characteristic of exact selection
within patch shift, edges are already over-sharpened in the guidance image
and that eventually leads to jagged edges.
Instead of searching alternative patches with the minimum mRTV, we
have patches of two sizes as candidates to represent a pixel, the smaller, of
size e × e, for the pixel on a structure edge, the bigger, of size k × k, for the
pixel in texture region, e ≤ k. In other words, for a pixel p, its representative
toggles just between two types of patches during the generation of guidance
image G. Further, DASM at each pixel is employed to distinguish texture
and structure and thus determine which type of patch. The larger DASM
of a pixel, the more likely it is on an edge, see Fig. 3(d). So, if DASM of a
pixel is larger than the threshold, a small patch of e × e is chosen to represent
it, otherwise a big patch of k × k is used. Namely, this scheme is called as
dual-scale patch toggle.
Lin [18] used to adopt (k − 2) × (k − 2) patches (the smaller) to represent
pixels located on structure edges in their similar framework for texture filtering. Therefore, two adjacent pixels have an overlap size of (k − 3) × (k − 2).
Although it works well when k is assigned little values, it resumes suffering
the same defect described above once k becomes larger, i.e., k > 9. In our
proposed scheme, the width of smaller patches is expressed by an independent variable e and restricted to an limited range, i.e., [1, 5]. Thus smaller
patches are promised to represent pixels located on edges as properly as ever.
In practice, a guide image is generated as follows. First, a box filter of
e × e kernel is carried out on input image I to obtain a blurred image B0 and
a box filter of k × k kernel to obtain B1 (e ≤ k). Then, DASM map M is
computed from I. The pixel value of G is thereafter assigned based on M .
If Mp is larger than threshold T , then B0p is assigned to Gp ; otherwise, B1p
is assigned to Gp .
In [18], threshold T is set manually, which necessitates experimental experience and trial-and-error. As can be seen in Fig. 3, DASM map is significantly smoother and clearer than other structure measure maps and thus
DASM can be considered as an effective and robust structure/texture discriminator. So we can reasonably estimate T by a simple heuristic formula:
T = αMmin + (1 − α)Mmed ,

(10)

where Mmin , Mmed is the minimum and median of M respectively, and α is
the interpolating coefficient. Algorithm 1 summarizes the entire process of
our proposed method.
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Algorithm 1 Structure-preserving texture filtering
Input: image I
Output: filtered image J
for iter = 1 : N do
B0 ← Uniform blurring of I (kernel size e × e)
B1 ← Uniform blurring of I (kernel size k × k)
M ← Compute DASM for each pixel p
B Eq.3
T ← αMmin + (1 − α)Mmed
B Eq.10
for all p ∈ I do
B patch toggle
if Mp > T then Gp ← B0p
else Gp ← B1p
end for
J ← joint bilateral filtering of I using G as guidance
I←J
B input f or next iteration
end for
5. Experiments and Results
Parameters In our algorithm, only two dominant parameters need to
be adjusted actively: (the bigger) patch size k and iteration number N .
k determines the scale of texture be removed. Generally, k ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9}
and N ∈ {2, 3, 4} are practicable for a majority of cases and used for most
examples in this paper. Fig. 4 shows results with various patch sizes and
iterations. Although {1, 3, 5} is adoptable for (the smaller) patch size e, we
fix e = 3 as default, since it strikes a good balance between resistance to
image noises and keeping edges sharp. For the interpolating coefficient α
used to estimate DASM threshold T , [0.2, 0.45] is a preferable range, and we
usually set α = 0.27.
While evaluating DASM, we adopt the suggested setting by [10]: r = 5
(radius of neighborhood), σ = 3 for Eq. 4, and r = 7 for Eq. 6 & Eq.
7. The joint bilateral filter is still with suggested parameters: spatial kernel
size s × s, and spatial/range blur parameters
σr and σs . Like [9], we set
√
s = 2k − 1, σs = k − 1, and σr = 0.05 c, where c is the number of channels.
Fig. 5 shows two experiments on texture images. In Fig. 5(a), the
graffiti is the structure and bricks are background textures. Our method
almost removes bricks while preserving the graffiti without damaging it. In
Fig. 5(b), the cross stitch contains wool and art patterns. We extract the
11

(a) Input image

(b) k = 3, N = 3

(c) k = 3, N = 4

(d) k = 5, N = 2

(e) k = 5, N = 3

(f) k = 5, N = 4

(g) k = 7, N = 2

(h) k = 7, N = 3

(i) k = 7, N = 4

Figure 4: Filtering results by our method with varied parameters.
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art patterns rightly while smoothing wool patterns enough. As can be seen,
we achieve amendable filtering results even with less iterations (N = 2) for
this example.

(a) Graffiti on brick wall: k = 7, N = 3

(b) Cross stitch: k = 7, N = 2

Figure 5: Structure extraction results.

Comparison In Fig. 6, 7 and 8, we compare our method with the stateof-the-art image smoothing techniques, including Karacan et al. [8], Cho et
al. [9], Zang et al. [10] and Lin et al. [18]. Fig. 6 shows a mosaic image
containing textures and small structures. All the tested methods generally
succeeded in extracting prominent image structures while smoothing texture.
Fig. 6(a) demonstrates Karacan’s region covariance for image smoothing[8],
but their method blurs the image inevitably. In Fig. 6(b), jaggy artifact
appears around the edges, since they are over-sharpened by Cho’s method.
Zang’s guided adaptive image smoothing removes textures sufficiently, as
shown in Fig. 6(c). However, on another side, fine shading is flattened and
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small structures are blurred, attributed to their EMD solution. Only [18]
and our method can keep the teeth of fish and the shrimp clearly as well as
shading, see Fig. 6(d) and 6(e).
In Fig. 7(a), Karacan’s method can smooth high-contrast oscillation,
nevertheless some meaningful structures suffer blurring to a certain extent.
Fig. 7(b) displays blurred eyes by Cho’s method. In Fig. 7(c), by Zang’s
method, shading is over-flat and much detail disappears likewise. While Lin’s
method and ours both can preserve shading and small structures such as eyes
and eyebrows of fishes, our result outperforms with more faithful and clearer
eyes of the two little fish, as shown in Fig. 7(d) and 7(e) respectively.
Another challenging example for smoothing task is the image ’wall mosaic
painting’, because the scale of meaningful structures and the texture of the
wall are similar. Fig. 8 demonstrates that many methods are apt to confuse
small structures and textures due to the similar sizes. In particular, the
letters in the image are blurred the same way as mosaic textures, since they
are mis-recognized. Our method as well as Zang’s approach and Lin’s method
succeed in differentiating structures from textures and preserve character
shapes fairly well, but again our method wins by a whisper with more distinct
characters near the right-down corner.
Quantitative evaluation We also evaluate the filtering effectiveness of
our approach quantitatively. A ground truth image has been halftoned in
advance and the halftoned version is filtered by previous and our methods
(inverse halftoning actually). Then the structural similarity (SSIM) index is
adopted for measuring the perceived quality of resultant images, based on the
ground truth image as reference. Fig. 9 shows that our method outperforms
others in terms of SSIM value.
Timing data Our algorithm has been implemented using CUDA C++.
Table 1 illustrates the computational time of each step for a typical 800×600
image, running on a PC with a 4.0GHz Intel Core i7-6700k CPU, 16GB RAM
and Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 GPU. As can be seen, the major bottleneck of
our algorithm lies in the step of DASM computation, which costs nearly 60%
of the whole processing time. It is the payment for an effective and robust
structure/texture discriminator.
Applications Our method can be used for detail enhancement via layer
manipulation, as shown in Fig. 10. Our result retains shading effect during the process of filtering and preserves small structures better than other
similar methods, although the optimization based approach [7] outperforms
others in terms of gradient preservation and artifact minimization. Besides,
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Step
Comp. B0 &B1
Computing M
Computing T
Computing G
JBF(Eq.2)
Total

k=3
0.242ms
2.384ms
0.062ms
0.115ms
0.366ms
3.169ms

k=5
0.686ms
2.403ms
0.063ms
0.112ms
0.942ms
4.206ms

k=7
1.106ms
2.432ms
0.062ms
0.114ms
1.726ms
5.440ms

Table 1: Timing statistics for a color image (3 channels) of 800 × 600 pixels with a single
iteration measured using our CUDA C++ implementation on a PC running Windows 7.

Fig. 9 demonstrates an application of inverse halftoning in fact, where our
method can clean up halftone dots from input images and reveal the underlying structures and shading very well. As with many existing edge-aware
filters, our filter can be exploited to facilitate image abstraction and stylization.

Input Image

(a) Karacan 2013

(b) Cho 2014

(c) Zang 2015

(d) Lin 2016

(e) Our method

Figure 6: Comparison on the mosaic art ’fish’.
(a) k = 5, σ = 0.2, Model 1; (b) k = 5, N = 3; (c) σc = 10, N = 3; (d) k = 5, N = 2; (e) k = 5, N = 3.

6. Conclusion
We propose an efficient structure-preserving bilateral texture filter for
adaptive image smoothing in this paper. The major contributions lie in:
preserving small scale structures and keeping structure edges sharp while
simultaneously avoiding jaggy artifact. This achievement attributes to our
dual-scale patch toggle scheme. We employ patches of two scales to represent pixels, the smaller (of semi-fixed size) for pixels located at structure
edges, and the bigger (of user-specified size) for the texture regions. Moreover, DASM is adopted to differentiate structure from texture. On a whole,
our modified bilateral texture filter retains the simplicity of standard joint
15

Input image

Close-up

Close-up

(a) Karacan 2013

(b) Cho 2014

(c) Zang 2015

(d) Lin 2016

(e) Our method

(a) Karacan 2013

(b) Cho 2014

(c) Zang 2015

(d) Lin 2016

(e) Our method

Figure 7: Comparison on detail of ’Pompeii fish mosaic’.
(a) k = 7, N = 5, Model 1; (b) k = 7, N = 3; (c) σc = 20, N = 2; (d) k = 7, N = 3; (e) k = 7, N = 2.

(a) Xu 2012

(b) Karacan 2013

Input image

(c) Cho 2014

(d) Zang 2015

Close-up

(e) Lin 2016

(f) Our method

Figure 8: Comparison on ’Madaba mosaic map’.
(a) λ = 0.015, σ = 3; (b) k = 6, σ = 0.2, Model 1; (c) k = 5, N = 3; (d) σc = 10, N = 2;
(e) k = 5, N = 3; (f) k = 5, N = 3.

Ground truth

Halftoned
SSIM : 0.346

(a) Cho 2014
SSIM : 0.689

(b) Zang 2015
SSIM : 0.736

(c) Lin 2016
SSIM : 0.712

(d) Our method
SSIM : 0.816

Figure 9: Quantitative evaluation of filtering a halftoned image (Inverse halftoning).
The structural similarity (SSIM) index is adopted for measuring the perceived quality of
resultant images, based on the ground truth image as reference.
(a) k = 7, N = 3; (b) σc = 15, N = 2; (c) k = 7, N = 3; (d) k = 7, N = 2.
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Input Image
(a) Xu 2012

(b) Karacan 2013

(c) Cho 2014

(d) Our method

Figure 10: Detail enhancement results by previous and our methods. Filtered images
are in the top row and the detail enhanced results are in the bottom.
(a)λ = 0.01, σ = 2; (b)k = 9, σ = 0.3, Model 2; (c)k = 3, N = 5; (d)k = 3, N = 4.

Graffiti on wall of very large-scale bricks: k = 7, N = 3

Figure 11: Failure example.
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bilateral filter, yet significantly improve the performance on smoothing images and preserving small structures. Besides, our proposed filter is useful
in many applications, such as detail enhancement, image abstraction and
stylization, and inverse halftoning.
There are still limitations with our method. It may have trouble with
texture regions where the scale of texture is larger than that of structures,
see Fig. 11. Neither it can perfectly handle certain textures that require
explicit analysis or specific prior knowledge. Improvements of the current
algorithm and its extension to videos would also be an interesting future
task as well.
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